Theory of Knowledge History notes I						
History is more than the study of the past. It requires evidence (we cannot know without it). Thus, we could refine the definition to say history is the study of the present traces of the past. It requires significance and it requires explanation and understanding the past.

Evidence:

One concern with evidence (dual: either/or) is that there is too little or too much. Ancient history = too little; 21st century events = too much . Thus, it can lead to misinterpretation. Based on what we have on hand, we can jump to conclusions which are not justified (ToK term)

Thus, knowledge claims about the past may be woefully inadequate (ancient history) or saturated (the Internet) Such saturation can compromise veracity, reliability, appropriateness and credibility.

Significance: 

History is not a record of everything that happened in the past. It is concerned only with significant events. How do we measure significance? Generally by the number of people affected by such an event


Explanation/Understanding:

While the WHAT happened is important, far more significant is the WHY behind it.


The reasons behind studying history:

1. It gives us a sense of identity

2. It is a defence against propaganda

3. It enriches our understanding of human nature

1. Identity:

A sense of identity emerges not just from the present moment but also from the past. 

We build upon the past and the knowledge we acquire from it. 

Informed opinions assist in moving us beyond superficial understanding/judgements/prejudices
	
2. Defence:

Governments may try to ‘spin’ historical record to secure their interests in more subtle ways


3. Enrichment:

Humans are enigmatic and unpredictable. History focuses on the concrete and particualr and reminds us that human behavior can never be fully explained.

Tied into this last point is the idea of self-realizing expectations:

If we think something cannot be changed, you won’t bother trying to change it. If we feel positive about a particular perspective,  we won’t look for counter-points; if we feel negative, we may feel nothing can be done to alter it.
However, since memory is fallible, evidence ambiguous and prejudice common


KNOWING THE PAST

Since memory is fallible, evidence ambiguous and prejudice common, it is very difficult to call  history objective. This leads us to the idea of sources.


Historical Sources:

Two types: primary and secondary

Primary: first hand accounts (Anne Frank’s diary)
Secondary: an interview with Otto Frank about Anne’s writing which then is contextualized by prior knowledge of her death in the Auschwitz... furthermore, such a text as that would also have distance by way of translation and the fact her father was the editor.

Question: How can the four knowledge tools: perception, language, reason and emotion distort the production of a primary source, such as a diary?

Problems with Primary Sources:

1. Fallible eye witness: 

	Consider the moon-walking bear.

	Emotions/prejudices/social and familial pressures affect our perceptions as we bear witness to the same event.

What we place in our records is affected not only by HOW we record it but also by WHAT we omit

2. Social bias:

	Some primary sources sometimes reflect the interests of a particular social group rather than society as a whole; thus, events are distorted.

	Again, consider hegemonic influences


3. Deliberate Manipulation:
	
	When primary sources are deliberately manipulated by governments, far more serious issues emerge. 

	If history is written only by its “winners,” how distorted are those perspectives. 

	Furthermore, how much is omitted in the telling? 

And, consider that as perspectives change, historical accounts also change (dropping prior notions, perhaps expanding on long considered points of view). 

	One question to consider is what was lost in the meantime?

This, then, leads me to ask you to consider history “as a selection of a selection.”

			FACT (ACTUAL EVENTS/PLAYERS)


			EYEWITNESS (ACCOUNTS...)


			FILTER (bias; upbringing; creed; ethos; education, etc)


			ACCOUNTS (formalized)


			HISTORIAN INTERPRETATION

Thus, perhaps, secondary sources are better than primary in that they have more than one point of view to interpret AND they know how things turned out AND they have a longer lens with which to judge.

Secondary sources have the benefit of hindsight. The historian knows how things happened. However, consider that for every advantage a disadvantage can be raised. In the case of hindsight, the opposite consideration is the factor of inevitability: because the historian knows how it ends, we tend to consider causes and factors with a certain bias (known as hindsight bias); we look at them as inevitably shaping the results that occurred.
